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Abstract

Heightened concerns about the health of the teaching profession highlight the importance

of studying the early teacher pipeline. This exploratory, descriptive paper examines

preservice teachers’ (PST) expressed motivation for pursuing a teaching career and its

relationship with PST characteristics and outcomes. Using data from one of the largest

teacher education programs in Texas, we use a natural language processing algorithm to

categorize into topical groups roughly 2,800 essay responses to the prompt, “Explain why

you decided to become a teacher.” We identify 11 topics that largely reflect altruistic and

intrinsic (though not extrinsic) reasons for teaching. The frequency of motivation topics

varied substantially by PST gender, race/ethnicity, and certification area. While topics

collectively explained little of the variance in PST outcomes, we found preliminary evidence

that intrinsic enjoyment of teaching and prior experiences with adversity predicted higher

performance during clinical teaching and lower attrition as a full-time K–12 teacher.
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Why Do You Want to Be a Teacher? A Natural Language Processing Approach

Introduction

Policymakers have long been concerned about the recruitment and retention of

high-quality and diverse teachers for K–12 public schools. While metrics have ebbed and

flowed over time (Kraft & Lyon, 2022), there is a renewed worry that teaching is becoming

a less attractive career path for college students (Bartanen & Kwok, 2022; Croft et al.,

2018; Partelow, 2019) and that the COVID-19 pandemic amplified pre-existing challenges

like poor working conditions (Bacher-Hicks et al., 2023). Particularly in harder-to-staff

contexts and positions, elevated turnover rates combined with inadequate teacher supply

undermines the quality of instruction received by students (e.g., Lankford et al., 2002;

Ronfeldt et al., 2013). For researchers, it is critical to deepen understanding of the early

teacher pipeline to inform both policy and practice towards ensuring a robust supply of

new teachers.

A key dimension of the teacher pipeline is interest: why do individuals choose to

pursue a teaching career? Understanding teacher motivation can inform policy and

practice concerning teacher recruitment—both whom to target and how to do so effectively.

Given high rates of attrition among novice teachers (Redding & Nguyen, 2020), teacher

motivation may also help to explain why some teachers persist longer than others (Johnson

& Birkeland, 2003), which could point to effective retention strategies. Finally, motivation

may also link to effectiveness as a classroom teacher (Goldhaber & Ronfeldt, 2020; Guarino

et al., 2006). Teacher quality is notoriously difficult to predict, particularly among novices

who enter the profession with a wide range of skills, training, and prior experiences.

Exploring personality or “non-resume” characteristics, such as motivation, could help to

explain variation in teacher quality (e.g., Parr et al., 2021).

Despite its importance, there remains relatively little work examining differences in

teacher motivation by individual characteristics and connecting motivation to outcomes

like retention and effectiveness. This paper examines essay responses of roughly 2,800
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preservice teachers (PSTs) to the following prompt: “Explain why you decided to become a

teacher.” To process and analyze these text data, we apply an approach—computational

grounded theory (Nelson, 2020)—that marries natural language processing with qualitative

exploration to produce a set of indicators for whether a particular motivation topic appears

in a PST’s essay. This approach allows us to process a large sample of essays while

retaining the rich nuance of PSTs’ motivation descriptions. We then link these topic

indicators with rich longitudinal data on PSTs to conduct a descriptive analysis that

examines the relationship between PST motivation and their background characteristics,

certification program area, performance in the teacher education program, and workforce

outcomes. To be specific, we ask the following research questions:

1. What are PSTs’ expressed reasons for wanting to become a teacher?

2. To what extent does motivation to teach vary by PSTs’ observable characteristics,

such as demographics, family background, and certification area?

3. To what extent does PST motivation predict subsequent outcomes, including

measures of teaching effectiveness, full-time employment, and retention?

Background

Why Teach?

Researchers have long been interested in why people become teachers (e.g., Jantzen,

1947, 1981). Review studies (Brookhart & Freeman, 1992; Fray & Gore, 2018; Han & Yin,

2016; Heinz, 2015; Richardson & Watt, 2010) broadly categorize three “types” of teacher

motivation: altruism (the desire to do selfless good), intrinsic motivation (an enjoyment of

teaching, helping, or interacting with students or children), and extrinsic motivation (the

pecuniary and non-pecuniary benefits of the job, such as salary, time off, stability, etc.).

Among these, altruism and intrinsic motivation tend to be predominant reasons cited by
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prospective teachers (Brookhart & Freeman, 1992).1 In addition to these broad motivation

types, specific experiences or characteristics may also influence the decision to become a

teacher (e.g., Roloff Henoch et al., 2015).2

Teacher motivation may vary by individual characteristics. For example, some prior

research finds that women were more attracted to the profession by intrinsic motivation

(Moran et al., 2001) and the relational and developmental aspects of teaching (Müller

et al., 2009; Struyven et al., 2013). Other studies have shown that teachers of color were

motivated by an awareness of educational inequalities and a desire to improve society

(King, 1993; Su, 1997). Finally, prior work suggests that elementary teachers’ motivations

tend to be child-centered and secondary teachers’ subject-oriented (Brookhart & Freeman,

1992; Kwok et al., 2022).

Survey research forms much of the evidence base (Brookhart & Freeman, 1992).

Notably, Richardson and Watt (2006) created and subsequently validated the Factors

Influencing Teaching Choice (FIT-Choice) scale based on open-ended motivation responses

across multiple Australian contexts (Richardson & Watt, 2006; Watt & Richardson, 2007).

Much of the recent work uses this measure, which includes seven dimensions of teacher

motivation. One of these dimensions is national context (Lin et al., 2012; Watt et al.,

2012), which underscores the potential importance of country-specific context for teacher

motivation and suggests the incomplete generalizability to the U.S. context of results

derived from international samples. There are comparatively few studies examining U.S.

PSTs and they are typically smaller-scale, qualitative studies (Brookhart & Freeman,

1 A more recent review of the teacher motivation literature also finds that studies report altruistic and
intrinsic motivation as key influences, but note that extrinsic motivation may also play an important role
in people’s decision to enter teaching, especially in non-western countries Fray and Gore (2018).
2 Specifically, prior studies document that previous teaching experiences, family connections to the
profession, social interests, job conditions, and career expectations are important determinants for entry to
the profession (Heinz, 2015; Klassen et al., 2011; Roloff Henoch et al., 2015). For instance, Parr et al.
(2021) used mixed methods to highlight intrinsic value for teaching, generally, and for their content area,
specifically, as reasons given by in-service teachers for why they entered the profession. Similar reasons
have been identified in studies examining PSTs during (Bullough & Hall-Kenyon, 2011; Hong et al., 2018;
Manuel & Hughes, 2006; Reeves & Lowenhaupt, 2016; Thomson & Palermo, 2014) and prior to (Klassen
et al., 2011; Manuel & Hughes, 2006; Roloff Henoch et al., 2015) entering teacher preparation programs.
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1992), highlighting a key gap in the literature.

Does Teacher Motivation Matter?

Few studies examine how teacher motivation relates to important outcomes, such as

teacher retention or student learning. There is reason to expect that motivation may

matter, however. For instance, researchers have documented wide variation across teachers

in attributes such as self-efficacy, career expectations, confidence, workplace preferences,

and other non-academic cognitive factors (e.g., Cannata, 2010; Kwok, 2021; Rockoff et al.,

2011; Roloff et al., 2020), with some evidence that these factors are modestly correlated

with teacher value-added or observation scores (e.g., Bastian et al., 2017; Cheng &

Zamarro, 2018; Rockoff et al., 2011; Roloff et al., 2020).

Several studies examine teacher motivation and retention, but they often rely on

weaker proxy measures, such as planned persistence, intention to stay or leave, and

self-reported burnout (Alexander et al., 2020; Fokkens-Bruinsma & Canrinus, 2014; Keese

et al., 2022; Watt & Richardson, 2008). Notable findings from this area are that intrinsic

motivation was negatively correlated with teacher burnout (McLean et al., 2019) and

intentions to remain in the profession (Van den Borre et al., 2021). Altogether, there is

some suggestive evidence that teacher motivation may be related with labor market

outcomes, but stronger data and measures are needed to more reliably examine this

relationship.

The Current Study

We make a number of contributions to the literature. First, we use a computational

grounded theory approach—combining natural language processing and qualitative

methods—that allows us to inductively identify motivational themes from preservice

teachers’ open-ended essay responses. Whereas much of the prior work examining teacher

motivation uses closed-ended survey instruments based on pre-existing motivational

frameworks, our exploratory approach makes no assumptions about why individuals choose

to teach and, thus, provides an independent replication of prior findings. Second, we are
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able to generate new insight about how motivation varies by individual characteristics,

which helps speak to long-standing concerns about the composition of the teacher

workforce. Third, the longitudinal nature of our data allows us to more credibly examine

how motivation may relate to key teacher education and labor market outcomes. Finally,

we examine a large sample (N = 2777) of preservice teachers enrolled in a university-based

teacher education program in the United States, whereas most prior work uses non-U.S.

samples.

Data

Our sample includes roughly 2,800 PSTs enrolled from 2012–2018 in one of the

largest teacher preparation programs in Texas. The program certifies in the following

areas: early childhood–6th grade core subjects; 4th–8th grade math/science or English

language arts/social studies; and 7th–12th grade content areas (e.g., biology). We use

unique student identifiers to link various data sources, including admissions records,

teacher education program data, and labor market outcomes.3 Appendix Table A1

provides descriptive statistics for our sample. Consistent with national trends in teacher

education programs, our sample is largely White (84%) and female (93%). After

graduating, 85% were employed for at least one year as a K–12 public school teacher in

Texas. The four-year attrition rate conditional on entry was 23%.

We derive our measures of teacher motivation from an open-ended response question

that is part of a required field placement preference survey for PSTs.4 We focus on one of

3 Each year, the university submits a list of students credentialed in the program to the Texas Education
Agency. The agency then returns a matched set of information for all individuals working in the Texas
public school system, including an identifier for their school placement. Using these data, we observe
whether PSTs entered the K–12 public school system in Texas and, subsequently, whether they remain in
their school and the state system, more broadly. Using the Common Core of Data from the National
Center for Education Statistics, we merge in school-level information, including level, locale type, and
average student demographic characteristics. To reduce the dimensionality of the school characteristics
(particularly for use as an outcome variable), we use principal components analysis to construct an index
measure of school advantage.
4 Its primary use is to identify PSTs’ preferred district, content area, and grade level for their clinical
teaching placement. The survey administration is electronic and remained consistent over the analysis
period. PSTs complete the survey in the middle of their second semester of the program. Beyond the
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these dispositional questions: “Explain why you decided to become a teacher.” We

analyzed all 2,777 usable responses (98% of total). There is considerable variation in the

length of the essays provided by PSTs. On average, essays are 9.9 sentences long with a

standard deviation of 6.3. We detail our text analysis procedure in the next section.

Analysis

Our analysis has three main objectives. First, we aim to systematically categorize

the broad reasons for why students pursue a teaching career. Second, we document the

extent to which variation in motivation can be linked to PSTs’ observable characteristics,

such as race/ethnicity, gender, and family income. Finally, we evaluate whether PSTs’

motivations predict measures of PST quality and labor market outcomes.

Computational Grounded Theory

To process and analyze essay responses from roughly 2,800 essays, we follow a

procedure called “computational grounded theory” (Nelson, 2020). This three-step

procedure iterates between natural language processing (NLP) and qualitative methods to

leverage both computational pattern detection and human insight.

The first step is pattern detection—surfacing as many trends underlying the data as

possible. Here, this means trying to identify every substantive topic of discussion in PST

essays (a common NLP task called “topic modeling”). We apply a topic modeling

technique, BERTopic (Grootendorst, 2022), which leverages many of the most recent

advances in NLP (i.e., large language models, the same technology underpinning popular

applications of NLP like ChatGPT, Grammarly, and many voice assistants) to improve its

ability to detect these topics with minimal text cleaning or pre-processing. In plain terms,

the algorithm “reads” each sentence of each essay and characterizes its underlying meaning

across numeric indices as informed by the massive quantities of text data on which it was

placement questions, several open-response questions provide information about PSTs’ dispositions. These
questions are required but not individually consequential; they carry no weight for program or academic
standing. In conversations with program staff, we confirmed that these open-ended questions are almost
never used for anything, despite their required nature.
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trained. The algorithm then clusters together sentences with similar meaning. This initial

unsupervised approach identified 135 “raw topics.”

The second step of computational grounded theory is pattern refinement. Here,

human analysts conducted structured qualitative readings to interpret for substantive

meaning the 135 raw topics. For each topic, two members of the research team

independently read the top-20 word/phrase combinations and full sentence samples to

identify relevant topics and condense them into broader, substantively related

“supertopics.” The two researchers then met to resolve any discrepancies until a consensus

was reached. This process yielded 11 supertopics, which are the variables of interest in our

analysis. Appendix Table B1 provides a detailed description of each of the 11 supertopics,

while Appendix Table B2 provides a description of each of the 135 raw topics and their top

ten word combinations.

The final step is pattern confirmation—validating the patterns surfaced in prior

steps across the entire dataset. Here, this means rigorously examining random and

purposive subsets of actual sentences classified under each supertopic to assess validity and

reliability. We iterated between steps 1 and 2 (as informed by our evaluations in step 3)

until reaching a final set of raw topics and supertopics we felt adequately described the

data and its nuances across many essay examples.

Ultimately, we use the output of this process to produce flags for whether a given

PST’s essay response contains any sentence categorized into one of these 11 supertopics

(thus ignoring the precise counts). We hypothesize that this operationalization provides a

strong indication that a PST was motivated to become a teacher for a particular reason.

Instead of categorizing an entire essay into one theme, we capture the multifaceted reasons

why individuals express interest in teaching. As a robustness check, we explored different

ways to operationalize the these supertopics (e.g., the proportion of sentences that contain

a supertopic or most-discussed supertopic). These checks have not yielded qualitatively

different results. Figure A1 shows the distribution of the number of supertopics identified
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in each PST essay.

Regression Analysis

Using the supertopics, we estimate two general sets of models. First, we examine

whether PSTs’ observable characteristics, such as race/ethnicity, gender, and family income

predict differences in motivation. Second, we use the motivation supertopics as predictors

to examine their connection with PST outcomes.

First, we estimate via log-binomial regression5:

Motivationi = α + φXi + εi (1)

where Motivation is a binary indicator for whether a particular motivation supertopic

appears in PST i’s essay. We estimate equation 1 for each of the 11 supertopics. We

predict motivation as a function of observable PST characteristics X, which includes

demographics (race/ethnicity and gender), family income and education, academic

credentials (high school GPA and SAT scores), and certification program area.6

Our second set of models evaluate whether PSTs’ motivation supertopics predict

measures of PST quality, the likelihood that they become employed as a K–12 teacher, the

type of school in which they work, and their likelihood of remaining in the teaching

profession. Here, we estimate least squares models of the general form:

Outcomei = α + βMotivationi + δi + εi (2)

5 The key advantage of using a log-binomial estimator rather than other estimators for dichotomous
outcomes, such as logistic regression or ordinary least squares (i.e., linear probability model), is that
log-binomial regression produces direct estimates of the risk ratio (also called the relative risk). The risk
ratio provides an easily interpretable measure of effect size when comparing results across the various
supertopics, which have very different base rates.
6 All included variables are operationalized as categorical or binary. In the case of missing data for
right-hand-sand, we construct an additional “missing” category such that we maintain the full sample. We
make sample exclusions when the dependent variable is missing (e.g., individuals who do not enter K–12
teaching do not have turnover outcomes and are thus not included in these models.
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where the outcome for PST i is a function of a vector of binary indicators for whether their

essay contains a given supertopic (Motivationi). We additionally control for

cohort-by-program fixed effects (δi), since demand for teachers and performance may vary

by year or program and may also be correlated with PST motivation. Finally, when using

supertopics as predictors we report bootstrapped standard errors to account for the

estimation error inherent in using model-derived categorizations.

Results

Why Do You Want to Be a Teacher?

Frequency of Motivation Topics

Figure 1 shows a frequency distribution for the 11 supertopics—the broad ideas that

PSTs expressed in terms of their motivation to be a teacher.7 Consistent with prior work,

PSTs largely express altruistic and intrinsic motivation. By far the most common

supertopic, appearing in nearly 60% of essays, was Want to help students, which captured a

variety of altruistic statements, such as wanting to impact students’ lives or make a

difference in the world. One PST wrote, for example, “I want to give children hope in

becoming something more by providing them with the tools that they need to follow their

dreams.” Most sentences assigned to this supertopic made specific reference to students or

children, though some PSTs described a broader societal impact. As one illustrative

example, a PST wrote, “[Teaching] is one of the most important jobs in today’s society

because it’s not only shaping your students’ futures, but also the future of this country and

our world.”8

7 Note that while we filtered out topics that categorized specific rhetorical structures (e.g., “That was the
moment I decided to become a teacher.”), we retained any topics that categorized essay content, even if the
supertopic does not clearly specify a motive for teaching (“Switched from something else”). PSTs often
provided somewhat detailed context for their decision (e.g., “I always thought I wanted to be a Marine
Biologist, but once I started college I realized that I hated my courses.”), which is clearly relevant to
understanding teacher motivation, broadly.
8 Interestingly, relatively few of these statements made specific reference to helping students learn. While
learning is undoubtedly implicit in terms of how PSTs conceptualize “helping” students, it was far more
common that PSTs described their intended impact on a deeper, more comprehensive level.
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Two supertopics captured intrinsic motivation: Enjoy teaching or helping (30% of

essays) and Enjoy working with children (22%). While conceptually similar, we observed a

distinct difference in model-produced raw topics describing enjoyment of teaching others

versus working specifically with [young] children.9 Whereas the learning process was not

commonly referenced (explicitly) in descriptions of altruistic motivation, it was nearly

ubiquitous in descriptions categorized as Enjoy teaching or helping. Specifically, PSTs often

talked about their enjoyment of witnessing the “aha!” or “light bulb” moment where a

student grasps a concept for the first time. One PST wrote, for example, “My personal

moments of joy came from seeing the ah-ha moment on someone’s face and hearing the

almost auditory click that occurs when everything starts to fall in place and make sense.”

The remaining supertopic appearing in at least 20% of essays was Impact of prior

teachers (29%). These descriptions were almost uniformly positive and PSTs typically

referenced these influential teachers as a specific motivation for teaching and/or an

archetype for the teacher they hoped to become. For example, one PST wrote, “We all had

that teacher that really just inspired us to be the best we can be, that challenged us in the

best way, that we felt we could turn to whether we needed help academically or with

personal matters; I want to be that teacher.” Relatedly, PSTs often supplemented their

description of an influential teacher with an expressed a desire to “pay it forward” to their

future students.

Other supertopics were individually less frequent and fit less cleanly into the

standard motivation framework (altruism, intrinsic, extrinsic). Rather, they generally

reflect important context that PSTs provide when describing their motivation. Roughly

18% of essays had at least one sentence coded as Always wanted to teach. Here, many PSTs

9 We are careful here to not attribute causation in any particular direction. The distinction between
enjoyment working with students or people versus children likely reflects, at least in part, a selection
process that has already occurred, whereby PSTs who are pursuing certification in EC–6 grades discuss
intrinsic motivation in the context of their intended area (i.e., working with younger children). Thus, the
distinction between enjoyment teaching/helping others versus working with children could be a product of
context, rather than actual differences in motivation.
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described “playing school” as a child. On the other hand, 11% of PSTs described switching

to teaching from another major or career track (Switched from something else), such as

engineering.

Some essays described prior experiences as context for motivation to teach. For

example, 14% of PSTs described Prior teaching experiences, including both formalized

programs and informal teaching opportunities such as camp counselor, bible study, or

tutoring. PSTs often described how these experiences helped them realize their passion or

enjoyment for teaching and helping others. As one PST wrote, “After I began working with

children at my church and babysitting, I started to notice how rewarding the experience

was watching them progress into creative individuals.” Less frequently, PSTs referenced

positive (8%) or adverse (5%) schooling experiences. The latter included descriptions both

of one’s own challenges (e.g., “I found out I was dyslexic when I was in third grade, and I

remember it feeling like a devastating life sentence of not being successful”) and of

adversity experienced by others, such as classmates or siblings (e.g., “Coming from a rough

neighborhood, I saw my classmates dropping out and getting jobs.”). Roughly 5% of PSTs

described a Family connection to teaching (most often their mother).

The final supertopic is Content areas, which appeared in 13% of essays. This

supertopic is the most difficult to interpret, as it mainly reflects the use of subject area

language rather than a specific motivation or experience. Here, the raw topics correspond

to specific subjects (e.g., math) and most often describe a love or passion for the subject.

As one PST wrote, “I feel so passionately about literature and want to share that love with

others so that they are able to see the beauty and power behind words the way that I do.”

This sentiment of wanting to share and foster a similar passion among their future students

was a common feature of PSTs’ content area descriptions.

Notably absent are extrinsic factors, such as compensation, working conditions, job

security, and vacation time (e.g., summers off). We should note, however, that the absence

of a potential supertopic does not necessarily mean that it is not relevant for PSTs’ career
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choice, and PSTs may be reticent to describe the attractiveness of particular benefits.

Similarly, PSTs may focus on describing their most salient motives for teaching. Thus, we

recommend some caution in interpreting the absolute frequency of these supertopics.

Inter-Topic Correlations

PST essays often contained multiple supertopics (see Appendix Figure A1); do some

supertopics appear in concert with others? Figure 2 shows a tetrachoric correlation matrix

for the supertopic indicators.10 We find several notable patterns. First, altruism (Want to

help students) is negatively correlated with all other supertopics except for Impact of prior

teachers and Adversity, demonstrating that PSTs whose essays allude to altruism are

somewhat less likely to also describe intrinsic motivation (e.g., Enjoy working with

children). However, we find a positive association between Want to help students and

Adversity, which could suggest that adversity fosters a desire to help students. One PST

wrote, for example, “I want to make a difference. I grew up in an urban district, so I am

familiar with the hardships that those students face. I want my classroom to be a safe

haven for my students, so that if they have a rough home life, they know they can escape it

for a little while in my classroom.”

Figure 2 also shows a positive relationship between Adversity and Impact of prior

teachers (r = 0.24). While relatively few PSTs wrote about adversity, 67% of these essays

also described the impact of a prior teacher, compared to only 33% of essays without this

adversity supertopic. Examining these essays more closely, we found that PSTs often

described how teachers helped them navigate challenges in school. As one PST wrote,

The statistics are stacked against someone with by background. Living in an
impoverished neighborhood and struggling to learn English as my second language,
and a daughter of Mexican immigrant parents who didn’t even get to finish primary
school, getting to go to college was a far-off dream, not a reality. Because of the
support from my parents and teachers, I got to be where I am today, a 21-year-old
first generation college student with high hopes for the life ahead of me . . . I was

10 Additionally, Appendix Table A2 shows risk ratios based on two-way contingency tables (i.e., the
relative frequency of supertopic Y in essays where supertopic X is and is not present) to provide a more
interpretable sense of magnitude.
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fortunate to have many teachers who became my role models . . . I want to pay
forward what my teachers did for me.

This sentiment of gratitude was very common among essays describing adversity. By

contrast, Adversity was negatively related to Enjoy helping or teaching and Enjoy working

with children—the supertopics most closely characterizing intrinsic motivation.

Finally, PSTs whose essays included either Switched from something else (r = 0.32)

and Always wanted to teach (r = 0.17) were roughly twice as likely to include Prior

experience teaching. One PST wrote, “After spending seventeen years in the restaurant

business, I was successful, but felt as though my life was missing something. My wife is an

amazing teacher, and occasionally I would get to spend time in her classroom...I was given

opportunities to interact with students by reading to the class, or sometimes having them

read to me.”

Differences in Motivation by Preservice Teacher Characteristics

Table 1 shows results from log-binomial regression models predicting a binary

indicator for whether a given supertopic appears in a PST’s essay as a function of their

characteristics. The coefficients are expressed as risk ratios (RR), with the baseline risk

(i.e., the predicted probability for a PST with characteristics in the indicated base

categories) shown at the bottom.

We find no differences in the two most frequent supertopics, Want to help students

and Enjoy teaching or helping, by PST race/ethnicity. However, column 3 shows that

Black (RR = 1.6) and Asian (RR = 1.6) PSTs are more likely than White or

Hispanic/Latino (RR = 0.9) PSTs to write about the impact of prior teachers. Reflecting

the correlation shown previously, Black and Asian PSTs are also more likely to discuss

adversity—respectively, 3.6 and 2.2 times more likely than White PSTs. This juxtaposition

is particularly interesting given the substantial underrepresentation of Black and Asian

teachers both in Texas and nationally.11

11 One simple hypothesis, for instance, is that these groups are less likely to pursue teaching because they
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Turning to gender, we find that male PSTs’ essays are substantially less likely to

include Enjoy working with children (RR = 0.56), Always wanted to teach (RR = 0.28),

and Own positive experiences (RR = 0.16). These results highlight the long-standing

gender dynamics contributing to a dramatic underrepresentation of men in K–12 teaching.

For instance, we observe few instances where men described “playing school” as a child or

their own positive schooling experiences in essays. While men were equally as likely as

women to write about enjoying teaching or helping others, they were half as likely to write

about enjoying working with children.

We found few differences by family income or parental education level. Mother’s

education is an important exception; PSTs whose mothers had a bachelor’s degree were 5.2

times more likely to mention a family connection to teaching. There is no such relationship

for father education, which makes sense given that the vast majority of K–12 teachers and

staff are women. This pattern provides some evidence that the topic model is working as

intended, since a bachelor’s degree is required to become a teacher.

There were also relatively few differences by SAT scores or high school GPA,

particularly among the more frequent supertopics. PSTs with high SAT scores (>1300)

were less likely to say they always wanted to be a teacher (RR = 0.8), more likely to write

about a specific content area (RR = 1.4), less likely to describe experiences with adversity

(RR = 0.5), and less likely to talk about a family connection to teaching (RR = 0.5).

Finally, certification area was a substantial predictor of many supertopics. For

instance, relative to PSTs in the EC–6 area, PSTs seeking grades 4–8 or 7–12 certification

are substantially less likely to discuss enjoyment working with children, while Content

areas is substantially more common among PSTs in 7–12 subjects. Some of this latter

relationship reflects that PSTs in these 7–12 areas reference their specific content area (e.g.,

are more likely to experience adversity in their K–12 schooling. However, it also important to acknowledge
the potential influence of sample selection here. That is, we only observe essays for individuals who have
already self-selected into a teaching track. We cannot be certain how representative the experiences of
Black and Asian PSTs are in comparison to individuals who did not pursue teaching. We return to this
point in the discussion.
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“I can’t wait to become a chemistry teacher.”). However, it also reflects passion for a

particular subject. Relatedly, we observe that PSTs in 7–12 subjects are somewhat less

likely to discuss altruism (Want to help students, RR = 0.8). We also find that PSTs in 4–8

or 7–12 areas are less likely to discuss prior teaching experiences and more likely to have

switched from a different career path, which was unexpected. Overall, these results suggest

that motivations to teach are quite different between those pursuing certification to teach

in younger versus older grades.

Does Motivation Predict Outcomes?

Table 2 shows results for models predicting outcomes during college. The first two

columns are retrospective—the outcomes are binary indicators for, respectively, whether

the PST indicated they were potentially interested in teaching when they applied to the

university and whether teacher certification was their initial major choice. These analyses

again provide support for the validity of the model-derived supertopics. For instance, PSTs

who described always wanting to teach were 12 percentage points more likely to indicate

initial interest in teaching and 7 percentage points more likely to choose the initial major.

By contrast, PSTs who described switching from something else were 10 percentage points

less likely to be express initial interest and choose the initial major.

Turning to the performance measures, PSTs whose essays contained Content areas

or Switched from something else score moderately higher on certification exams in pedagogy

and content (0.16–0.22 SD).12 The Switched from something else results are interesting, in

particular, because they suggest that expanding recruitment need not come at the cost of

quality or readiness. If anything, these students have stronger academic credentials, though

there is mixed evidence about the predictive validity of these certification exams.

Column 5 shows generally little evidence that variation in motivation predicts

12 The former is a “pedagogy and professional responsibilities” exam that all new teachers are required to
pass. The content exam varies by the certification area (e.g., high school biology teachers take a biology
exam) and we pool these scores into a single measure.
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differences in PST effectiveness as measured by clinical teaching observation scores.13 Most

of the estimates are small in magnitude and do not reach statistical significance at a 95%

confidence level. However, two supertopics had a significant positive correlation with

observation scores: Enjoy teaching or helping (0.06 SD) and Adversity (0.13 SD). To the

latter relationship, we observed previously that PSTs who described adversity in their

essays were more likely to be nonwhite or have lower high school GPA and SAT scores, and

this supertopic is also negatively correlated (though not significant) with certification exam

scores. Altogether, these patterns may highlight a disconnect between measures of teacher

effectiveness (or readiness) and standard measures of academic achievement.

Table 3 shows results for predicting labor market outcomes. Columns 1 shows no

evidence that motivation is correlated with the probability of entering K–12 teaching in

Texas. That said, most of our sample (86%) enters, so we have limited statistical power

here. Column 2 examines the characteristics of teachers’ initial school site, conditional on

entry. To reduce dimensionality, we construct a standardized “advantage index” using

principal components analysis, which summarizes the demographic characteristics of a

school. A higher value indicates that the school has characteristics historically associated

with advantage.14 Here, we find that PSTs who wrote about adversity tend to work in

less-advantaged schools, perhaps consistent with an underlying motivation to help

disadvantaged students or work in the same context as their own schooling.

The last two columns of Table 3 examine teacher turnover. Columns 3 and 4,

respectively, are binary indicators for whether the teacher changed schools or left the K–12

13 Prior work establishes that while these observation scores likely do contain some information about
differences in PST performance, effectiveness, or readiness, the majority of the variation is driven by
arbitrary differences in field supervisors’ rating standards (Bartanen & Kwok, 2021). There is also evidence
that observation scores contain race and gender bias in favor of white and female teachers (Bartanen &
Kwok, 2021; Campbell & Ronfeldt, 2018; Grissom & Bartanen, 2022). Both of these sources of variation in
observation scores may be correlated with motivation supertopics in PST essays. To account for these
potential confounders, we include fixed effects for field supervisor and covariates for race/ethnicity and
gender in this model.
14 Specifically, these characteristics are: not eligible for Title I, not located in an urban area, more White
or Asian students, fewer students qualifying for free/reduced price lunch.
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public school system in Texas. These outcomes are measured yearly and the models

include controls for school characteristics and teacher experience. For changing schools, we

find a positive association with Family connection to teaching. Finally, PSTs who described

Enjoy teaching or helping and Adversity were 2.1 and 2.9 percentage points less likely to

exit, respectively, relative to an average rate of 7.4%. Notably, these are the same

supertopics that were associated with higher clinical teaching observation scores.

Discussion

Understanding why individuals choose to pursue a teaching career is critical for

education policy and practice, particularly in light of renewed concerns about the health

and status of the teaching profession. Our analysis of preservice teacher (PST) essays

responding to the prompt, “Explain why you decided to become a teacher,” yielded eleven

distinct supertopics. Altruism, intrinsic motivation, and the impact of prior teachers

appeared frequently; notably absent were descriptions of extrinsic factors, such as job

security. Motivation appeared to vary by PST characteristics and some supertopics were

predictive of outcomes. We highlight a few of these patterns further below.

Limitations

Consistent with the nature of our research questions and methods, our primary goal

was hypothesis generation. That is, we aimed to identify relationships that could be tested

in a confirmatory fashion with stronger measures and more robust research designs. Prior

to describing these hypotheses, it is important to highlight the key limitations of our work.

First, we cannot nor do we intend to make empirical claims about causal

relationships from these data. While some of the associations we find may be consistent

with a causal mechanism, we largely cannot rule out the presence of omitted variables,

reverse causality, or simultaneity bias. Our suggestive interpretation of descriptive patterns

is rooted in the prior literature, our background knowledge, and the ad hoc intuition. None

of these are substitutes for rigorous empirics, which underscores the need for confirmatory

research.
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Second, identifying motivation inherently relies on self-reported data. While the

open-ended nature of the essay prompt has advantages—allowing PSTs to respond without

being influenced by specific questions and making no assumptions about the likely content

of responses—it also has shortcomings. Perhaps most importantly, PSTs may not be

completely forthcoming in describing their motivation, perhaps driven by social desirability

bias.

Third, we only observe individuals who ended up choosing to enroll in this

institution’s teacher education program. This sample selection issue is particularly relevant

when considering implications for teacher recruitment and pipeline issues. For example, a

naïve interpretation of the absence of extrinsic motivation in PST essays is that extrinsic

factors play little role in shaping who enters teaching. This pattern may instead reflect

survivorship bias, whereby individuals for whom extrinsic factors are most salient never

enter teaching. Similarly, differences in motivation by PST characteristics (e.g.,

race/ethnicity) may in part reflect differential sample selection.

Finally, in considering generalizability, our data come from a single teacher

education program housed in a university and state with particular characteristics. Most

notably, our sample of PSTs is overwhelmingly white and female. While this largely

mirrors the typical composition of preservice teachers in traditional preparation programs

and the teacher workforce, more broadly, we cannot be certain that differences in

motivation along race/ethnicity and gender lines would hold in a more diverse program.

Findings, Implications, and Future Directions

We now turn to highlighting some of the key findings and their implications.

Consistent with our hypothesis-generating aims, we emphasize that these implications,

while potentially important for research, policy, and practice, should be understood as

provisional and in need of replication/confirmation in different contexts and with varying

methodological approaches. Thus, we also integrate into this discussion avenues for future

work.
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For recruitment, our results suggests some important routes to consider. Sample

selection aside, the prominence of altruism and intrinsic motivation may suggest

interventions that help individuals to realize a passion for teaching/helping students and

young children. To this point, we found that PSTs switching from a different career path

were more likely to mention having prior experiences with teaching.15 Exposing individuals

to teaching experiences prior to or at the start of college—an approach often pursued by

“Grow Your Own” programs or programs that target high school students (Gist,

2022)—could be valuable. However, we lack causal evidence demonstrating that exposure

to teaching experiences increases interest in a teaching career.

On the other hand, the absence of extrinsic motivators in PST essays may suggest

room for growth in terms of marketing a teaching career, given a common narrative that

K–12 teaching is a low-compensation, low-status profession (e.g., Christian et al., 2023).

This narrative undoubtedly discourages individuals who might otherwise value the

altruistic and intrinsic gifts that teaching can provide, and while certainly rooted in truth

to some degree, there is also evidence that it is overly pessimistic (Christian et al., 2023;

Goldhaber et al., 2022; Walsh, 2014).16 However, we lack clear evidence on how much this

(excess) pessimism actually lowers teaching interest and whether, for instance,

informational interventions can remedy it.

We found substantial differences in motivation supertopics by certification area,

suggesting the need for a more nuanced discussion of teacher supply. Prospective

elementary school teachers were more likely to describe enjoyment of working with

15 It is also possible that the causal arrow runs the other direction; individuals with a predilection for
teaching or dissatisfaction with their current path may seek out teaching-related experiences.
16 For example, Goldhaber et al. (2022) examine the earnings of individuals in Washington state who
earned a teaching credential, but decided not to enter the profession. They find that individuals who
receive teaching credentials—but do not teach—were not lured out of the profession by higher paying jobs.
Instead, these individuals earn considerably less on average than those who entered the teaching profession.
In another example, Christian et al. (2023) find that college students at The University of Michigan have
biased beliefs about their career prospects. Most related, students underestimate both the the pecuniary
and non-pecuniary benefits of teaching. Finally, comparing individuals that chose teaching and
non-teaching careers with similar academics abilities, Walsh (2014) finds the opportunity cost of choosing
teaching to be between $300 and $3,800 per year.
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children, generally, whereas middle/high school PSTs more often described an interest or

love for (teaching) a particular content area. Further, middle/high school PSTs were both

less likely to have had prior teaching experiences and more likely to have switched to

teacher certification from a different career path. Finally, high school PSTs were less likely

to discuss altruism. These results suggest that what draws individuals to teaching may be

quite different by grade level and/or subject and that, accordingly, the efficacy of

recruitment efforts may vary along these dimensions.17 Future work should continue to

probe differences in teaching interest and entry by subject area and grade level, including

shortage areas like STEM and special education (Cowan et al., 2016).

PST motivation differences by race/ethnicity and gender speak to long-standing

concerns about underrepresentation in the K–12 teacher workforce. As one particularly

stark example, 17% of female PST essays talked about “always wanting to be a teacher,”

compared to only 4% of male essays. Men were similarly less likely to express enjoyment

working with children and talk about their own positive schooling experiences. We

hypothesize that these patterns may reflect the gendered messaging that boys receive from

an early age regarding expectations for their interests and career choices. For

race/ethnicity, PSTs of color were far more likely to describe experiences with adversity.

While such experiences may actually make for a stronger teacher candidate (see below),

they could also discourage individuals from pursuing teaching. However, it would be useful

to replicate these patterns in other contexts before drawing more definitive conclusions.

Collectively, motivation supertopics were not strong predictors of performance

during clinical teaching nor early-career retention. Two supertopics—Enjoy teaching or

helping and Adversity—were important exceptions—these supertopics were associated with

higher clinical observation scores and had lower attrition as full-time teachers. While

preliminary, these supertopics could indicate that an intrinsic enjoyment of teaching and

17 Relatedly, they speak to previous findings that among students potentially interested in teaching, there
were stark differences—by demographics, family background, and prior academic achievement—between
those interested in elementary school versus high school (Bartanen & Kwok, 2022).
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experiences with adversity could be useful traits for longevity and effectiveness as a K–12

teacher. The potential link between intrinsic motivation and retention does have some

support in the prior literature (McLean et al., 2019; Van den Borre et al., 2021). That said,

we encourage studies that aim to replicate these patterns and extend them to examining

teachers’ impacts on student outcomes. More generally, studies that follow aspiring

teachers longitudinally—perhaps from certification program entry to the early- or

mid-career—could provide important information about the malleability of motivation and

how it influences key outcomes like retention and skill development.
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Figure 1
Share of PST essays with each supertopic

Notes: Plot shows a bar chart with the proportion of PST essays containing at least one sentence categorized into a supertopic.
See Table B1 for a detailed description of each supertopic.
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Figure 2
Supertopic correlations
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Table 1
Reasons for teaching, by observable characteristics, single regression

Want to
help
stu-
dents

Enjoy
teaching

or
helping

Impact
of prior
teachers

Enjoy
working
with

children

Always
wanted
to teach

Prior
teaching
experi-
ences

Content
areas

Switched
from
some-
thing
else

Own
positive
experi-
ences

Adversity
(own or
other-
wise)

Family
connec-
tion to
teaching

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
Personal Demographics
White (base)

Black 1.06 1.07 1.55∗ 1.05 0.81 1.31 1.05 0.98 0.31 3.64∗∗∗ 2.31
(0.13) (0.24) (0.29) (0.31) (0.31) (0.46) (0.39) (0.42) (0.31) (1.27) (1.29)

Hispanic/Latino 1.10 1.00 0.88 0.70∗ 0.78 1.06 0.91 0.72 1.06 1.62∗ 0.69
(0.05) (0.09) (0.09) (0.10) (0.12) (0.17) (0.13) (0.15) (0.22) (0.37) (0.25)

Asian 0.97 1.27 1.58∗∗ 0.86 0.98 1.46 0.59 0.98 1.14 2.15 1.17
(0.12) (0.22) (0.24) (0.24) (0.30) (0.40) (0.24) (0.39) (0.49) (0.94) (0.66)

Male (base=female) 0.92 1.03 0.83 0.56∗ 0.28∗∗∗ 0.89 0.91 1.20 0.16∗∗ 0.74 0.43
(0.07) (0.12) (0.11) (0.14) (0.10) (0.21) (0.12) (0.24) (0.09) (0.29) (0.22)

Family Background
Income < $80k 1.11∗ 1.00 0.98 1.03 0.99 0.87 1.18 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.02

(0.05) (0.08) (0.08) (0.11) (0.12) (0.12) (0.15) (0.17) (0.19) (0.24) (0.26)
Income $80k–$150k (base)

Income > $150k 0.98 1.01 1.07 1.10 1.03 1.05 1.11 1.25 1.06 1.49 1.19
(0.05) (0.09) (0.09) (0.11) (0.13) (0.14) (0.14) (0.20) (0.20) (0.34) (0.27)

Father has BA 1.04 0.96 1.04 0.94 1.08 0.79∗ 0.82 0.82 1.23 0.94 0.94
(0.04) (0.07) (0.08) (0.08) (0.12) (0.10) (0.09) (0.12) (0.21) (0.19) (0.21)

Mother has BA 0.95 0.97 0.93 1.11 0.87 1.07 1.13 1.10 0.71∗ 0.97 5.24∗∗∗
(0.04) (0.07) (0.07) (0.10) (0.09) (0.13) (0.13) (0.16) (0.12) (0.20) (1.55)

Academic Characteristics
SAT < 1000 0.93 1.04 0.89 0.74 1.10 0.71 0.72 0.88 0.79 1.40 0.14∗

(0.07) (0.14) (0.13) (0.14) (0.20) (0.18) (0.22) (0.25) (0.27) (0.41) (0.14)
SAT 1000–1290 (base)

1300 ≤ SAT ≤ 1600 0.95 0.93 0.90 0.87 0.75∗ 1.12 1.39∗∗ 0.97 1.37 0.50∗ 0.53∗
(0.04) (0.08) (0.08) (0.09) (0.10) (0.15) (0.16) (0.15) (0.24) (0.16) (0.14)

-3 ≤ z-GPA ≤ -1 0.82 0.74 1.14 0.70 0.77 1.02 0.60 1.43 2.13∗ 1.76 1.78
(0.11) (0.18) (0.23) (0.19) (0.25) (0.33) (0.34) (0.48) (0.72) (0.60) (0.90)

HS z-GPA -1 to 1 SD (base)

1 ≤ z-GPA ≤ 3 0.99 1.18 1.03 0.94 0.72 1.09 1.04 1.49∗ 1.02 0.52 0.60
(0.06) (0.13) (0.12) (0.14) (0.14) (0.22) (0.16) (0.30) (0.27) (0.22) (0.26)

Certification Area
EC–6 (base)

4-8 ELA/SS 0.99 0.91 1.04 0.60∗∗∗ 0.80∗ 0.77∗ 2.39∗∗∗ 1.32 1.19 1.17 0.99
(0.04) (0.07) (0.08) (0.06) (0.09) (0.10) (0.41) (0.19) (0.20) (0.24) (0.22)

4-8 Math/Sci 0.94 0.96 1.07 0.57∗∗∗ 1.06 0.68∗∗ 3.66∗∗∗ 1.35∗ 1.13 1.17 1.26
(0.04) (0.07) (0.08) (0.06) (0.11) (0.09) (0.57) (0.19) (0.19) (0.24) (0.27)

7-12 Subjects 0.75∗∗∗ 0.99 1.13 0.33∗∗∗ 0.68 0.55∗∗ 9.18∗∗∗ 1.49 1.36 0.88 1.40
(0.06) (0.12) (0.14) (0.08) (0.16) (0.13) (1.49) (0.32) (0.34) (0.39) (0.52)

Baseline Risk (pr) 0.61∗∗∗ 0.29∗∗∗ 0.29∗∗∗ 0.29∗∗∗ 0.21∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.00)

Notes: Bootstrapped standard errors shown in parentheses. Each column shows results from separate models estimated via OLS predicting whether an essay contains at
least one sentence for the supertopic defined by the column header.
∗<0.05, ∗∗<0.01, ∗∗∗<0.001
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Table 2
Predicting program outcomes

App. Seek
teacher cert.

App. Major
teacher cert.

Pedagogy
score

Content
score

Clinical obs.
score

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Want to help students -0.018 -0.019 0.093∗ 0.035 0.032
(0.017) (0.018) (0.039) (0.036) (0.027)

Enjoy teaching or helping -0.006 -0.009 0.068 0.028 0.062∗

(0.019) (0.019) (0.042) (0.039) (0.030)
Impact of prior teachers 0.028 0.024 0.026 -0.031 0.024

(0.019) (0.020) (0.041) (0.040) (0.030)
Enjoy working with children 0.045∗ 0.052∗ -0.041 -0.022 0.046

(0.021) (0.023) (0.047) (0.042) (0.032)
Always wanted to teach 0.118∗∗∗ 0.072∗∗ -0.011 -0.026 0.024

(0.019) (0.023) (0.050) (0.047) (0.035)
Prior teaching experiences -0.018 0.009 -0.036 -0.039 -0.022

(0.025) (0.025) (0.056) (0.053) (0.044)
Content areas 0.016 0.034 0.205∗∗∗ 0.224∗∗∗ -0.015

(0.027) (0.030) (0.054) (0.060) (0.047)
Switched from something else -0.096∗∗ -0.102∗∗∗ 0.161∗∗ 0.216∗∗∗ -0.062

(0.031) (0.030) (0.056) (0.053) (0.047)
Own positive experiences 0.055 -0.004 0.080 0.159∗ -0.056

(0.031) (0.033) (0.070) (0.063) (0.049)
Adversity (own or otherwise) -0.005 -0.005 -0.099 -0.142 0.132∗

(0.040) (0.046) (0.092) (0.081) (0.059)
Family connection to teaching 0.105∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗ 0.019 -0.076 0.027

(0.033) (0.035) (0.083) (0.084) (0.058)

Outcome Mean 0.772 0.639 0.032 0.181 0.013
N 2396 2396 2716 2274 2447
R2 0.11 0.22 0.07 0.06 0.61

Notes: Bootstrapped standard errors shown in parentheses. Each column shows results from OLS models estimating whether
having at least one supertopic in an essay predicts if a PST indicated on their college application that they planned to seek
a teaching certification (column (1)), if a PST indicated on their college application that they planned to major in education
(column (2)), scores on teacher certification exams in pedagogy (column (3)), content (columns (4)), and in clinical observations
(columns (5)). Columns (3) to (5) are provided in standard deviations from the mean. All columns include cohort by program
fixed effects. Column (5) also includes supervisor fixed effects.
∗<0.05, ∗∗<0.01, ∗∗∗<0.001
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Table 3
Predicting labor market outcomes

Enter teaching School advantage Exit system Change schools
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Want to help students 0.024 0.016 -0.004 -0.008
(0.014) (0.042) (0.009) (0.007)

Enjoy teaching or helping 0.020 0.063 0.002 -0.021∗∗

(0.014) (0.046) (0.009) (0.007)
Impact of prior teachers 0.005 0.049 -0.006 -0.008

(0.014) (0.045) (0.009) (0.007)
Enjoy working with children -0.022 0.003 -0.003 -0.003

(0.016) (0.049) (0.011) (0.008)
Always wanted to teach 0.016 0.076 0.000 0.001

(0.017) (0.057) (0.011) (0.008)
Prior teaching experiences 0.014 0.029 0.004 0.001

(0.018) (0.061) (0.012) (0.009)
Content areas 0.018 0.077 -0.008 -0.002

(0.022) (0.065) (0.014) (0.009)
Switched from something else -0.008 0.004 -0.003 -0.001

(0.022) (0.069) (0.014) (0.010)
Own positive experiences 0.042 0.039 -0.010 -0.000

(0.024) (0.073) (0.015) (0.011)
Adversity (own or otherwise) 0.009 -0.229∗ 0.022 -0.029∗

(0.028) (0.091) (0.020) (0.012)
Family connection to teaching 0.021 0.075 0.041∗ -0.011

(0.031) (0.105) (0.021) (0.013)

Outcome Mean 0.855 0.442 0.163 0.074
N 2777 2356 7324 7324
R2 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.01

Notes: Bootstrapped standard errors shown in parentheses. Each column shows results from OLS models estimating whether
having at least one supertopic in an essay predicts the advantage index of PST’s clinical observation school (column (1)), if a
PST enters teaching at a K–12 Texas public school (column (2)), the advantage index of the school a PST enters (column (3)),
and if a PST exits a Texas public school in years 2 (columns (4)), 3 (columns (5)), or 4 (columns (6)). Columns (1) and (3) are
provided in standard deviations from the mean. All columns include cohort by program fixed effects. Column (5) also includes
supervisor fixed effects.
∗<0.05, ∗∗<0.01, ∗∗∗<0.001
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Appendix A
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Figure A1
Distribution of supertopics in each PST essay

Notes: Plot shows a histogram with the percentage of PST essays with the number of motivational supertopics in an essay.
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Table A1
Descriptive statistics

Count Mean

Demographics
Male 2698 0.07
Black 2660 0.02
Hispanic/Latinx 2660 0.12
Asian 2660 0.02
White 2660 0.84

Academics
SAT Composite < 1000 2194 0.06
SAT Composite 1000–1200 2194 0.70
SAT Composite > 1200 2194 0.23
-3 ≤ High School GPA z-score ≤ -1 1259 0.05
-1 < High School GPA z-score < 1 1259 0.77
1 ≤ High School GPA z-score ≤ 3 1259 0.18
App. Seek Teacher Certification 2396 0.77
App. Major Education 2396 0.64

Family background
Family Income < $60,000 2129 0.33
Family Income $60,000–$100,000 2129 0.41
Family Income > $100,000 2129 0.27
Father Has BA 2396 0.60
Mother Has BA 2396 0.57

Program information
EC-6 2777 0.45
4-8 ELA/SS 2777 0.23
4-8 Math/Sci 2777 0.23
7-12 Subjects 2777 0.10
Pedagogy Certification Exam Score† 2716 0.03
Content Certification Exam Score† 2275 0.18
Clinical Observation Score† 2497 0.02

Labor market outcomes
Entered Texas Public Schools 2777 0.85
Standardized School Advantage Index† 2356 0.44
Leave Texas Public Schools By Year 2 2224 0.06
Leave Texas Public Schools By Year 3 1875 0.11
Leave Texas Public Schools By Year 4 1527 0.17
Leave Texas Public Schools By Year 5 1218 0.23

Notes: † Indicates the mean is a continuous variable. The units of all other means are the proportion of the sample.
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Table A2
Predicting a Motivational Supertopic with Other Motivational Supertopics, Separate Regressions, Log-Binomial

Want to
help
stu-
dents

Enjoy
teaching

or
helping

Impact
of prior
teachers

Enjoy
working
with

children

Always
wanted
to teach

Prior
teaching
experi-
ences

Content
areas

Switched
from
some-
thing
else

Own
positive
experi-
ences

Advers-
ity (own
or oth-
erwise)

Family
connec-
tion to
teaching

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

Want to help students 0.91 1.00 0.86∗ 0.79∗∗ 0.70∗∗∗ 0.67∗∗∗ 0.65∗∗∗ 0.74∗ 1.32 0.65∗
(0.052) (0.061) (0.061) (0.068) (0.066) (0.065) (0.070) (0.095) (0.224) (0.111)

Enjoy teaching or helping 0.94 0.75∗∗∗ 1.12 1.22∗ 1.28∗ 0.75∗ 1.55∗∗∗ 0.92 0.63∗ 1.04
(0.034) (0.053) (0.083) (0.109) (0.125) (0.085) (0.169) (0.131) (0.125) (0.192)

Impact of prior teachers 1.00 0.75∗∗∗ 0.70∗∗∗ 1.22∗ 0.91 1.16 0.80 1.60∗∗∗ 2.23∗∗∗ 2.31∗∗∗
(0.036) (0.053) (0.061) (0.111) (0.097) (0.120) (0.101) (0.209) (0.361) (0.393)

Enjoy working with children 0.92∗ 1.10 0.72∗∗∗ 1.23∗ 1.39∗∗ 0.54∗∗∗ 0.88 0.76 0.53∗∗ 0.86
(0.038) (0.073) (0.059) (0.119) (0.142) (0.078) (0.119) (0.127) (0.127) (0.183)

Always wanted to teach 0.88∗∗ 1.18∗ 1.18∗ 1.21∗ 1.60∗∗∗ 0.83 0.98 1.48∗ 0.83 1.87∗∗
(0.042) (0.085) (0.089) (0.106) (0.172) (0.117) (0.144) (0.225) (0.194) (0.356)

Prior teaching experiences 0.83∗∗∗ 1.22∗∗ 0.92 1.34∗∗∗ 1.58∗∗∗ 1.02 2.52∗∗∗ 1.10 2.04∗∗∗ 1.10
(0.045) (0.091) (0.083) (0.119) (0.162) (0.140) (0.286) (0.196) (0.377) (0.261)

Content areas 0.81∗∗∗ 0.79∗ 1.13 0.56∗∗∗ 0.84 1.02 1.03 1.37 1.17 1.03
(0.046) (0.075) (0.093) (0.077) (0.114) (0.139) (0.162) (0.229) (0.262) (0.255)

Switched from something else 0.80∗∗∗ 1.38∗∗∗ 0.83 0.90 0.98 2.40∗∗∗ 1.03 0.93 1.23 1.55
(0.050) (0.106) (0.088) (0.107) (0.136) (0.250) (0.157) (0.197) (0.294) (0.356)

Own positive experiences 0.86∗ 0.94 1.41∗∗∗ 0.79 1.42∗∗ 1.09 1.34 0.93 1.53 0.65
(0.059) (0.103) (0.126) (0.116) (0.188) (0.181) (0.207) (0.192) (0.381) (0.247)

Adversity (own or otherwise) 1.12 0.70∗ 1.71∗∗∗ 0.58∗ 0.84 1.86∗∗∗ 1.15 1.21 1.51 0.43
(0.072) (0.113) (0.160) (0.125) (0.179) (0.284) (0.233) (0.268) (0.358) (0.248)

Family connection to teaching 0.81∗ 1.03 1.74∗∗∗ 0.88 1.69∗∗∗ 1.09 1.03 1.49 0.65 0.43
(0.076) (0.137) (0.167) (0.158) (0.256) (0.231) (0.231) (0.310) (0.245) (0.248)

Base Rate (Proportion) 0.58 0.30 0.29 0.22 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.08 0.05 0.05
Notes: Bootstrapped standard errors shown in parentheses. Each cell shows results from separate models estimated via GLM predicting whether an essay contains at
least one sentence for the supertopic defined by the column header.
∗<0.05, ∗∗<0.01, ∗∗∗<0.001
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Appendix B

Table B1
Topic descriptions

Topic Description of topic Example sentence

Want to help students A desire to help students or have an impact
on their lives

“I want to make a difference in the lives of
kids.”

Enjoy teaching or helping Enjoys teaching or helping students. Also
includes sentences about enjoying helping
people generally.

“I love watching a student finally under-
stand a concept, and watching their eyes
light up and how their mindset changes.”

Impact of prior teachers Was positively impacted by previous teach-
ers

“Throughout my school career I have had
exceptional teachers that have led me to
where I am today.”

Enjoy working with children Enjoys, loves, or is passionate about work-
ing with children

“I was born with a passion for serving chil-
dren.”

Always wanted to teach Always knew they wanted to be a teacher;
played school as a kid; talk about teaching
as a long-time calling or dream

“Ever since I can remember, I’ve wanted to
be a teacher.”

Prior teaching experiences Prior experience teaching, mentoring,
babysitting, etc.

“Throughout high school, I participated in
a program where I worked with elementary
kids during the school day.”

Content areas Enjoys a particular content area “I discovered that not everyone likes math
and I really wanted to change that.”

Switched from something else Switched into teaching from wanting to do
something else

“After changing majors numerous times, I
came to the realization that I did not want
to work in the energy industry.”

Own positive experiences Own positive experience in education; al-
ways liked school; love learning

“Growing up I enjoyed going to school and
learning something new every day.”

Adversity (own or otherwise) Experienced or was exposed to school ad-
versity

“In fact, for most of my academic career, I
hated learning because I hated school.”

Family connection to teaching Someone in their family is a teacher “My mother is a teacher, and I always ad-
mired her dedication and loved watching
her.”
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Table B2
Descriptions of algorithm-derived “raw topics”

Algorithm-derived topic description Top ten word combinations

Want to help students
Importance of education education, believe education, education important, country, important, future,

believe, key, society, generation
Want to help students learn learning, love learning, learning want, want students, learning students, want

share, want, want inspire, inspire students, instill
Believe in the potential of students student, believe students, believe, critical, matter, need, successful, students,

students need, succeed

Want to impact child’s life
want make, childrens lives, want make difference, childrens, difference childrens,
make difference, difference childrens lives, difference, lives children, make
difference childrens

Want to change lives or make a difference change, difference world, want change, make difference world, world, make
difference, peoples lives, change lives, make, peoples

Want to make a difference in students’ lives
want make difference, make difference students, difference students, difference
students lives, want make, make difference, students lives, lives students,
difference lives students, difference

Want to help students [reach their potential] want students, want help students, want, set, want encourage, want help,
potential, students, help students, students know

Referring to the adversity faced by students [Not own adversity] place, age, home, school, students come, trying, dont, lack, figure, group
Want to build a safe space/place for students safe, place, want students, want students know, environment, students feel,

students know, classroom, feel, comfortable
Want to help students [reach their potential] encourage, want encourage, work hard, want, achieve, help succeed, hope, hard,

expectations, best
“I knew I wanted a job that. . . ” knew wanted, wanted career, knew, help people, wanted, wanted help, career,

people, peoples lives, peoples
Want to help “them” [students] learn want teach, teach, instill, want, love learning, learning want, learning, want

able, want help, learn
Talking about the impact that teachers have teachers, mold, ability, character, shape, unique, development, responsible,

believe teachers, huge
Teachers have the opportunity to make a difference opportunity, influence, lives, difference, teachers, difference lives, make

difference, future teacher, impact, make
Hope to inspire students hope, inspire students, inspire, like teachers, teachers did, passion learning,

instill, students, inspiration, learning
Teachers change lives teachers, change, impact, students teachers, lives, impact lives, power, students

lives, opportunity make, change students
Want to be a role model role model, model, role, role model students, model students, positive role,

positive role model, positive, role models, models

(Continued on Next Page...)
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Table B2
Descriptions of algorithm-derived “raw topics” (continued)

Algorithm-derived topic description Top ten word combinations

“I want students to. . . ” want students, leave, school want, confidence, want, students feel, walk,
succeed, students, classroom

Students need good teachers need, students need, care, teachers, needs, great, passionate, good, think,
important

“The reason I decided to be a teacher is. . . ” decided teacher, main, want make difference, decided, make difference, reason,
want make, teacher want, difference, difference world

Want to impact students’ lives impact students, want impact, impact students lives, impact, make impact,
lasting, want make, students lives, want positive, lasting impact

Want to help students want help students, want help, help students, help, want able, want, leaders,
guide, successful, students

Want to be a positive influence for students want positive, positive influence, influence students, students lives, students
want, influence, want, positive, students, light

Many children don’t have role models believe child, role models, models, child, role, believe, positive role, need,
succeed, role model

“I feel like I can. . . ” [help students] help students, feel, students help, feel like, reach potential, motivate, students,
learn, reach, students learn

Want to make a difference in a child’s life childs life, childs, kids, felt, realized, positive impact, children, seen, saw, impact
Children/kids need [someone who cares about them] deserves, need, child, needs, care, push, person, adult, motivate, loved
Want to build relationships with students relationships, relationship, relationships students, build, building, connect,

develop, personal, students, important
Teachers have an impact [not really talking personally] impact teachers, impact, students life, teachers students, seen, lives students,

teacher make, experience, lives, grown
Teaching is an important job important, jobs, job, society, believe teaching, believe teacher, believe, world,

teaching, believe teachers
Want to be a positive role model want positive, role model, model, want person, positive role model, inspiration,

role, positive role, positive, want
I want to help children dreams, children, goals, talents, want, inspire, help children, want help, teach

children, challenge
Want to help students/children want help, help children, help, kids, want, young minds, minds, children,

aspects, young
Want to impact students’ lives students life, worth, change students, life, student, difference, difference

students, impact, just, students make
Children are the future children future, future, children, believe, world, power, society, generation, care,

voice
Defining the responsibility teachers have to their students respect, encouraged, love students, open, students, responsibility, need, support,

ensure, students make

(Continued on Next Page...)
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Table B2
Descriptions of algorithm-derived “raw topics” (continued)

Algorithm-derived topic description Top ten word combinations

Talking about children and believing in them generally child, believe child, thinking, teaching children, unique, understand, comes,
different, ability, childs

Want to impact future generations generations, generation, future generations, future, leaders, impact future,
shape, world, change world, want help

Want to make a difference in students’ lives lives students, impact students, difference, difference students, difference lives
students, students lives, make difference, make difference students, make, lives

Want to impact future generations generation, leaders, education, generations, future, education important,
education want, future generations, want help, want

Enjoy helping or teaching
Enjoy the “aha” or light bulb moment finally, concept, seeing, moment, light, understand, finally understand, bulb,

light bulb, face
Enjoy/love/cant imagine a better career job, profession, career, imagine, rewarding, meant, calling, think, doing, feel
Enjoy working with or helping students enjoy, working students, love, love able, helping students, students love, enjoy

working, relationships, students, working
Teaching is a rewarding job/profession/career rewarding, teaching rewarding, profession, teaching, job, professions, teaching

profession, believe teaching, teaching just, challenging
Enjoy the “aha” or light bulb moment light, bulb, light bulb, face, seeing, concept, finally, childs, understand, eyes
Enjoy helping people helping, people, passion helping, helping people, person, relationships, help

people, caring, naturally, passion
Teaching is a good fit for me teaching, mind, career, teaching career, thought, careers, passions, career

teaching, calling, came
“I fell in love with teaching when. . . ” love teaching, passion teaching, grown, teaching, passion, love, continued, fell

love, fell, year
Love helping people helping people, sharing, people, enjoy, helping, love helping, feeling, things,

explaining, love
Describing fulfillment in aspects of teaching feeling, joy, rewarding, student, makes, fulfilling, students succeed, growth,

knowing, grow
Teaching is challenging but rewarding challenges, rewarding, hard work, hard, comes, teaching, work, challenging,

easy, worth
Impact of prior teachers
Impact of teacher (masc.) mister, saw, class, tell, told, proud, face, friend, said, student
Impact of teacher (plural, no gender) taught, encouraged, cared, pushed, helped, role models, models, today, fun,

showed
Impact of teacher (plural, no gender) teachers, blessed, great teachers, fortunate, wonderful teachers, today,

wonderful, teachers growing, growing, amazing

(Continued on Next Page...)
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Table B2
Descriptions of algorithm-derived “raw topics” (continued)

Algorithm-derived topic description Top ten word combinations

Impact of teacher (fem.) grade teacher, grade, inspired, misses, second grade, inspired teacher, teacher,
second, influenced, inspiration

Impact of teacher (plural, no gender) teachers, impact life, impacted, influential, life teachers, life, remember,
influenced, impact, school teachers

Impact of teacher (fem.) inspired, gave, misses, impacted, dedication, inspiration, impact students,
forward, impact, just like

Impact of teacher (plural, no gender) teachers, great teachers, pay, impact, hope, teachers growing, life want, impact
life, wonderful teachers, students teachers

Impact of teacher (fem.) cared, fun, learning fun, misses, voice, went, showed, learning, creative, class
Impact of teacher (fem.) difference life, showed, gave, helped, believed, inspired, encouragement, taught,

misses, life
Impact of teacher (fem.) told, asked, said, misses, college, questions, went, didnt, saw, going
Impact of teacher (plural, no gender) teachers, inspired, teachers inspired, strong, helped, today, impact, honor,

inspired teacher, reason want teacher
Enjoy working with children
Love working with children passion children, love children, children, heart, kids, passion, children love,

interacting, love, love kids
Love working with children working children, working, wanted work, passion working, children, work

children, working kids, kids, work, passion
Love working with children working children, working, working kids, enjoyed working, love working, kids,

enjoyed, love working children, children, ages
Love working with children love children, love kids, children, reason, love, kids, teaching children, reason

decided, teacher love, say
Love working with children working children, teaching children, children, working, wait, enjoyed working,

passion working, teaching, passion, passionate
Love working with children love working, love, helping, enjoy, children helping, helping children, kids, love

helping, love working children, working
Describing enjoyment working with “them” (children, but not
specified)

smile, enjoy, watching, love able, new things, faces, love, day, things, new

Love kids love kids, children want, kids, love, children, use, strong, want help, want, want
make

Passion for working with children passion, passionate, passion children, children, helping children, helping,
children helping, passion helping, kids, succeed

Enjoy watching kids grow and succeed joy, rewarding, child, grow, watching, watch, opinion, true, children, exciting
Always wanted to teach

(Continued on Next Page...)
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Table B2
Descriptions of algorithm-derived “raw topics” (continued)

Algorithm-derived topic description Top ten word combinations

Always wanted to be a teacher wanted teacher, remember wanted, wanted, remember, long remember, teacher
wanted, long, teacher, girl, ive

Playing school play school, play, playing, animals, cousins, sister, used, younger, played, little
Always wanted to be a teacher known, known wanted, wanted teacher, knew wanted teacher, knew wanted,

wanted, knew, teacher, girl, little girl
Always dreamed of being a teacher dream, girl, little girl, teacher, elementary school, elementary, long remember,

little, kindergarten, remember
Teaching is my calling calling, believe teaching, called, teaching, believe, im, teaching profession,

profession, feel, thats
Teaching has always been my dream dream, teacher wanted, doing, lifelong, teacher, pursuing, little, teaching,

imagine, wanted
Talking about “playing school” animals, play, hours, home, plans, spend, room, learned, friends, brother
Prior teaching experiences
Talking about experience in teaching or mentoring program program, elementary, senior, high school, grade, high, leadership, placed, senior

year, called
Reflecting on enjoying a prior teaching experience loved, enjoyed, seeing, loved helping, stories, lesson, concepts, getting, spending,

helping
Talking about experiences working with kids (e.g., babysitting,
church)

babysitting, worked, working, working children, old, church, years, children,
jobs, years old

Talking about experiences helping siblings or cousins (e.g., with
homework)

younger, sister, siblings, brother, cousins, homework, family, friends, growing,
little

Experiences at church, summer program, etc. church, youth, school, worked, summer, high school, taught, high, program,
involved

Experience as camp counselor camp, summer, counselor, summers, past, worked, working, spent, girls, years
Talking about experiences as a tutor tutor, tutoring, peers, test, high school, high, younger, started, school, began
Describing experiences working with children working, discovered, children, older, passion working, passion children, work

children, realized, working children, passion
Content areas
Talking about math math, love math, math science, mathematics, science, math teacher, subject,

favorite, problem, loved
Talking about math math, mathematics, love math, math teacher, math science, share, science,

subject, want teach, want
Talking about reading reading, love reading, read, literature, books, writing, book, love, words, want

share
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Table B2
Descriptions of algorithm-derived “raw topics” (continued)

Algorithm-derived topic description Top ten word combinations

Talking about history or social studies history, social studies, studies, social, courses, english, subject, subjects, study,
passion

Talking about science science, biology, world, interesting, showing, understanding, share, fun,
amazing, inspire

Talking about math or math teacheres math, math teacher, grade, classmates, class, year, got, taught, fun, went
Switched from something else
Wasn’t sure what they wanted to do [initially] business, college, idea, career, wanted, path, career path, texas, graduated,

major
Originally wanted to do something else (e.g., doctor) doctor, major, thought, started, field, college, texas, year college, science,

biology
Originally didn’t want to be a teacher didnt, did, wanted teacher, did want, teacher, wanted, actually, wanting, career,

choice
Changed major major, changed, education major, college, education, freshman, decide, decided,

semester, freshman year
Switched from engineering engineering, biology, major, texas, college, started, semester, degree, quickly,

university
Own postitive experiences
Enjoyed school loved school, loved, school, enjoyed, going school, learning new, new things,

grade, absolutely, going
I love learning learning, love learning, passion learning, subject, learning new, subjects, new,

new things, learn, knowledge
I have a passion for teaching/learning [that I want to share] share, passionate, learning, love learning, want share, pass, love, education

want, passion learning, education
Adversity (own or otherwise)
Describing own adversity at school struggled, school, easy, struggling, growing, did, smart, early, grades, didnt
Talking about adversity or challenges experienced by
“classmates”

schools, saw, noticed, resources, school, classmates, coming, school teachers,
classrooms, class

Talking about own disability or that of a sibling struggled, brother, read, reading, younger, attention, learning, grade, difficult,
hard

Family connection to teaching
Family connection to education family, mother, mom, educators, grandmother, parents, father, grew, teachers,

come
Mom was a teacher mother, mom, watching, dedication, love teaching, decision, inspired, father,

joy, teacher
No super topic

(Continued on Next Page...)
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Table B2
Descriptions of algorithm-derived “raw topics” (continued)

Algorithm-derived topic description Top ten word combinations

Unclear teachers, school, teaching, teacher, students, education, life, passion, love,
children

“I decided to become a teacher when. . . ” wanted teacher, decided wanted teacher, decided wanted, wanted, knew, knew
wanted teacher, decided, knew wanted, year, teacher

I want to be the teacher that. . . [makes an impact] want teacher, teacher students, want, teacher, remember, helps, students want,
makes, type, students

“Being a teacher is more than content”. . . content, curriculum, means, teaching, teaching just, just, teacher just, believe
teaching, teaching students, believe

“These were the experiences that led me to be a teacher” experiences, experience, educator, decision teacher, decision, led, desire teach,
opportunities, desire, past

“I look forward to” or ”I am excited to” forward, look forward, look, wait, excited, classroom, having, looking, ready,
day

I decided to become a teacher because. . . decided teacher, decided, chose, chose teacher, teacher want, teacher, chosen,
teacher love, teacher wanted, teaching career

Talking about parents/family experiences parents, family, mom, grew, graduated, siblings, growing, support, college,
education

Unclear true, feeling, thought, told, right, thing, inside, answer, moment, felt
Being a teacher will allow me to. . . allow, teacher able, teacher, opportunity, lives, gives, teacher teacher, teacher

opportunity, chance, effect
“There are many reasons. . . ” reasons, reasons decided, reasons decided teacher, decided teacher, decided,

reasons want, reason, chose, teacher, main
Unclear want teach, teach, teaching, want make, make difference, want make difference,

want, difference, make, future
“Teaching gives me the opportunity to. . . ” gives, teaching, opportunity, allow, ability, chance, shape, personally, lives,

educator
“That is why I decided to become a teacher.” decided teacher, decided, reason, want teacher, teacher want, teacher, reason

want, decided wanted, want teach, life teacher
Texas texas, texas university, university, education, learned, degree, program,

prepared, classroom, realized
“This is the moment I knew I wanted to be a teacher.” knew, moment, wanted teach, realized, meant, fell love, knew wanted, fell,

wanted, knew wanted teacher
“My goal as a teacher is to. . . ” goal, goal teacher, educator, best, teacher help, main, goals, impact students,

provide, help students
“I cannot wait to be a teacher” wait, student teaching, excited, begin, semester, forward, look forward, student,

im, start
“A good teacher is. . . ” good teacher, great teacher, good, role, mentor, teacher, order, students

teacher, great, teacher just
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Table B2
Descriptions of algorithm-derived “raw topics” (continued)

Algorithm-derived topic description Top ten word combinations

I want to teach because. . . want teach, teach want, teach, want, students want, critical, want make
difference, challenge, influence, want make

“it is where you can. . . ” walk, mold, allows, imagine, adults, opportunity, learn, place, people, created
“I want to be a teacher to. . . ” want teacher, teacher help, teacher make, want, students want, teacher want,

teacher, make difference, students lives want, lives
“I want them [students]”. . . want, lives want, want able, future want, want help, help succeed, make

difference lives, want make, positive, want positive
Unclear learned, week, understand, helping, realized, community, classroom, enjoyed,

finally, began
“I want to be a teacher because. . . ” want teacher, teacher want, want, teacher, overall, science, teacher love, math

science, students need, simply
“As a teacher I will have the opportunity to. . . ” teacher opportunity, teacher able, opportunity, educator, successful, students

successful, foster, lives students, students help, teacher
“My reasons are. . . ” reasons want, reasons, school want, want, young age, freshman year, freshman,

year, texas, sophomore year
“I want to be a teacher to. . . ” want teacher, ultimately, teacher help, teacher make, reading, want, overall,

teacher, helps, teacher students
“I want to be a teacher because. . . ” wanted teacher, wanted, want teacher, teacher, teacher help, positive, positive

difference, enjoy learning, difference, help shape
“I became a teacher because...” teacher want, teacher wanted, teacher, teacher love, decided teacher, teacher

make, decided, want provide, deserve, sharing
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